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Public sector
A recent joint presentation by three former senior defence officials explored the question
of whether it’s time for a radical shift in Australian defence policy. Key assumptions
underpinning Australia’s traditional strategic settings have been called into question by
the simultaneous empowerment of a range of authoritarian challengers to the existing
regional security architecture and the Trump administration’s faltering sense of
commitment to that architecture.
Independent research funded by a former Secretary of the NSW Treasury (Percy Allan),
EY and the Susan McKinnon Foundation, and undertaken by two normally ‘opposed’
think tanks has found common ground on what is good policy making in Australia
(report.)This EU Science Hub related article discusses how difficult it is to find out how
policymakers will use evidence.
The ANZSOG submission to the Thodey Review of the Australian Public Service makes a
number of recommendations for the future – here. This commentary explores some of
the technologies and strategies that are opening up new avenues for regulatory
modernisation.
The collapse of centrist parties in democratic electoral contests might be a defining
feature of this populist time. Many centre-left parties have been vanquished,
and centre-right parties are retreating rightwards to avoid the same fate. At least two
examples of that are the election of the far-right … Congress-man Jair Bolsonaro to
Brazil's presidency and the announcement by Angela Merkel that she would quit as
Germany's chancellor at the end of her term in 2020 and would step down as leader of
her Christian Democratic party in December.
Germany's Technologiestiftung looked at why government innovation labs have failed,
boiling it down to three big mistakes: (1) Not focussing on delivery (2) Hiring the wrong
people and (3) Organisational rules that get in the way. The article is focussed on digital
transformation labs, rather than policy or service design, but the lessons echo similar
thoughts from MindLab in Denmark. In this piece apolitical mapped: ‘The innovation labs
transforming government — and how to get in touch’
The ANU surveyed more than 1,800 Australians during 2018 for the Australian component
of the World Values Survey (he Australian Values Study or AVS). The results are here.
Confidence in a range of civic and political organisations is in decline, but most acutely
towards media organisations. Almost nine in ten Australians believe that ‘having a
democratic political system’ is either a ‘very good’ or ‘fairly good’ form of government.
Further, that percentage has been increasing since 1995.
The Minister for Agriculture announced that the newly-formed Regional Investment
Corporation (RIC) is recruiting up to 32 new staff members to be located in the NSW
regional centre of Orange.
Here is an interesting article: ‘Could tech make Government as we know it irrelevant?’
This is an early view paper about measuring bureaucratic reputation - Bureaucratic
Reputation Scale (BRS).
This opinion piece argues a Canadian basic income is inevitable – because of financial
viability of the provinces. In Canadian policy circles, ‘basic income’ has come to mean
a stipend paid to families or individuals without the many conditions and rules that
govern existing income-assistance programs. The amount received is gradually reduced
as income from other sources increases. (A basic income is most valuable to people in
the middle class and those hoping to join them.) This is a short piece on 'The Rise (and
Fall) of the Basic Income Experiment in Finland.'
China's one-child policy came about after Song Jian read The Limits to Growth and ran
computer models of China’s future population, according to Martin Whyte.

Read

Agriculture, farming, food &
The FAO published a new report on drones and farming.
In the U.S. a small but growing movement of farmers is foregoing traditional farm ownership in favour of a
cooperative model.
According to researchers from Switzerland’s Federal Office for Agriculture free-range barns reduce stress on
animals, but they can release nearly 50 percent more ammonia into the environment than contained barns,
where cows are confined. Switzerland’s embrace of humane agricultural practices may be a roadblock to its
environmental goals.
The Financial Review published an article on how to tamper-proof Australia's $44 billion food export trade.
In the United States DHS warned of ag-related cyber threats. Emerging agriculture technology is highly
vulnerable to cyberattacks, and farm leaders aren't taking the threat seriously enough, according to a
Department of Homeland Security report. Among the possible threats: hackers disrupting farm machinery and
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foreign governments accessing sensor data from drones used on agricultural sites — many of which use
foreign-built systems (findings).
Finnish researchers have been producing food without either animals or plants. Their only ingredients are
hydrogen-oxidising bacteria, electricity from solar panels, a small amount of water, carbon dioxide drawn
from the air, nitrogen and trace quantities of minerals such as calcium, sodium, potassium and zinc. The food
they have produced is 50% to 60% protein; the rest is carbohydrate and fat. They have started a company
(Solar Foods) that seeks to open its first factory in 2021.
The World Bank is embarking on a study on digital disruption of agriculture and food to ask hard questions on
the role of public policy in maximizing potential gains in efficiency, equity, and sustainability. The World Bank
launched a global conversation on this topic through a series of blogs called “What’s Cooking? Rethinking
farm and food policy in the digital age” (started October 15.)
The Government of Canada announced new market access for live cattle exports to the Philippines, as well
as sheep and goat genetics exports to Indonesia and the Philippines.
In addition to lab-grown beef and poultry there’s another piece of this puzzle – lab-grown seafood – including
lab-grown tuna and salmon. The U.S. FDA and USDA seems to be ignoring this technological shift and this
might lead to inconsistent or confusing labels across lab-grown seafood and other cell-cultured meats. (See
related article.)
An interesting article highlights three facets of the drought policy debate: (1) A central concern is that
drought support could undermine farmer preparedness for future droughts and longer-term adaptation to
climate change. (2) Another concern is that simplistic “farmer as a victim” narrative presented by parts of the
media overstates the number of farmers suffering hardship and understates the truth that most prepare for
and manage drought without assistance. (3) Sensationalist media coverage can also damage Australia’s
reputation as a reliable food producer. Images of barren landscapes, stressed livestock and desperate
farmers send the wrong signals to customers and trading partners.

Behaviour, social, change &
A range of articles canvas behavioural science and policy: where are we now and where are we going .
A bot now tells Financial Times reporters if they’re only quoting men.
Seattle has been conducting an experiment in campaign financing. Last January, half a million Seattle
residents received a small white packet that contained $100 in democracy vouchers that voters could
donate to local political candidates of their choice. The Seattle project is funded by taxpayer money, so the
experiment is fundamentally about public financing.
There are arguments about expanding the notion of evidence in medicine / medical fields. Similar arguments
have been made in behavioural policy.
From 'An Age of Incivility' – 58% of people agree that there is a growing ethos of incivility & intimidation in
public life & political debate. While 65s+ are more likely to agree (76%), 1/2 of 18-24s also agree, with only 13%
disagreeing (in UK.)
Technologist and philosopher Jaron Lanier (virtual reality pioneer / early internet says that you should just quit
social media. He argues that engaging on the internet makes us feel bad because systems are designed to
manipulate us by measuring our interests, anticipating our desires, modifying our behaviour, and creating
opportunities for advertisers. Lanier says he is currently working on creating healthier social media platforms
MIT and Qatari scientists are training computers to detect fake news sites (to detect politically biased sites
and those that push less-than-factual stories) partly by focusing on hyperbolic and emotional language.
When false news hits Twitter it spreads six times faster than the truth.
An article (from 2018) looks at how personality traits and cognitive styles lead us to believe (or not believe) in
conspiracy theories. “These people tend to be more suspicious, untrusting, eccentric, needing to feel special
[emphasis added], with a tendency to regard the world as an inherently dangerous place. They are also
more likely to detect meaningful patterns where they might not exist. People who are reluctant to believe in
conspiracy theories tend to have the opposite qualities.”
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Defence, national security &
A Canadian court ruled that military trials are a violation of the Canadian charter of rights.
This new RAND report outlines factors that influence will to fight among individuals, units, organizations, states,
and societies.
DARPA's ‘Insect Allies’ program could open a Pandora's box of biological warfare by weaponising geneediting technology. (Here too.) Check out DARPA’s Biological Technologies Office (BTO.)
Researchers (study) have found a sharp increase in the number of teens who have discovered that their
nudes had been disseminated without their consent. They’re literally using nudes to blackmail one another —
a new type of cybercrime called ‘sextortion.’
A growing number of Dutch citizens are coming into contact with violent right-wing extremist ideas. This is the
conclusion of the AIVD publication 'Right-wing extremism in the Netherlands: a phenomenon in flux'.
Australia will buy armed Reaper drones in a shift towards a pilotless future.
Home Affairs warns it may suppress parts of an Auditor General report on $330m patrol boats – elements of
critical report may be redacted on ‘national security’ grounds. This has only happened once before – in June
2018.
Computer scientists developed a tool (called VeriPol) that uses machine learning and text analysis to identify
false robbery reports with such accuracy that the tool is now being rolled out to police stations across Spain.
In their paper they describe how they trained a machine-learning model on more than 1000 police robbery
reports from Spanish National Police, including those that were known to be false.
The sixth edition of Global Strategic Trends: The Future Starts Today was published by Development, Concepts
and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), the publication describes a future context for defe nce and security out to
2050.
This 2017 paper and blog post discussed alternative media ecosystems that propagated conspiracy theories,
political propaganda, and disinformation (see image.) A post by Politico suggests the next social media ‘maltrend’ will be reputational exploitation i.e. false disparagement of others for one’s own benefit (could affect
foreign policy, financial markets and weather forecasts.) The basic human need to get along with others
results in the formation of extreme political groupings – study from Dartmouth College.

Domain Network Graph, Coloured by Media Type. Key … Purple = mainstream media; Aqua = alternative
media; Red = government controlled media
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Economy
Three women, over the course of the past 25 years, have provided key work to help us understand the
economy.
Interesting idea: The precariat’s needs cannot be met by modest reforms to the existing social and economic
system. It is the only transformative class because, intuitively, it wants to become strong enough to abolish the
conditions that define its existence and, as such, abolish itself.
Will education micro-credentials for aging workers as a solution to the problem of corporate ageism when the
problem is really cultural, not educational?
Here is report on the use of technology by revenue authorities (KPMG survey 41 countries.)
Well written – the story of how America evolved from 1945 to 2018 i.e. a short story about what happened to
the U.S. economy since the end of World War II.
The German government has set aside around 3 billion euros (to 2025) for research and development of
artificial intelligence, as Europe’s economic powerhouse seeks to close a gap in software-led innovation
between it and America and Asia.
Finland released the world’s first national circular economy road map shows what’s required to create
systemic change in the economy.
The Grattan Institute published its ‘State Orange Book 2018: Policy priorities for states and territories.’

* This is a handy guide to two types of business model innovation in media and entertainment.
**Diversity helped Australia weather the resources bust. Tourism, education and construction have all grown,
as commodities have become less important – see this article.

Environment
Chinese authorities have stopped all imports of coal from across the globe and the ban is not expected to be
lifted until early 2019.
This study finds a correlation between financial return and sustainability.
A useful explainer by @WMO might help us understand the IPCC Special Report on 1.5°C. This report details
how there is not a country in the world on track for keeping temperature increases below 2C, let alone 1.5C.
Most experts agree that climate fear appeals likely backfire. A new study adds more to our understanding of
why, as explained here.
Beyond biodiversity: this article says focusing on species function and evolutionary heritage can narrow the
focus on what needs to be protected most urgently.
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A recent Nature Communications article argued for more optimism at environmental science-policy-practice
interfaces, as well as for the systematic study of bright spots to highlight success factors. This blog post says no
to systematic investigation of “bright spots” – or success stories – as it seems unlikely that further study would
throw up any truly novel solutions to how evidence is used in policy and practice.
This article links climate change to (Canadian) Labrador Inuit as ‘ecological grief’: ‘For a people so deeply
connected to the natural environment, many Inuit, particularly of the older generations, are experiencing a
sense of loss over their eroding landscape.’ Canada just became the first nation to implement a national
carbon fee & rebate policy. Starting in 2019, it'll no longer be free to dump CO2 into the air anywhere in
Canada, and that revenue will go directly to households in the form of a dividend check.
Here’s what firefighters have to say about climate change. Note - Longer bushfire seasons in Australia and
the US threaten to disrupt the sharing of vital personnel and equipment between the two countries. An
increasing number of regional, national, and global water assessments now include wildfires in evaluations of
the risks to drinking water.
Bacteria can develop antibiotic resistance up to 100,000 times faster when exposed to Roundup and another
widely-used herbicide (Study ‘Agrichemicals and antibiotics in combination increase antibiotic resistance
evolution’).
This study said a global shift to a ‘flexitarian’ diet was needed to keep climate change even under 2C, let
alone 1.5C i.e. the average world citizen needs to eat 75% less beef, 90% less pork and half the number of
eggs, while tripling consumption of beans and pulses and quadrupling nuts and seeds. This would halve
emissions from livestock and better management of manure would enable further cuts.
Insects around the world are in a crisis, according to a small but growing number of long-term studies showing
dramatic declines in invertebrate populations. This new report suggests that the problem is more widespread
than scientists realised.
Carbon Brief has extracted data from around 70 peer-reviewed climate studies to show how global warming
is projected to affect the world and its regions (infographic.)
According to a new study, changing land management to increase carbon storage could offset a whopping
21 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. Along with forests, coastal ecosystems, grasslands, and farmland
all have the potential to sop up a significant portion of the world’s greenhouse gases. The study, which
involved 38 researchers, looked at 21 different natural measures.
This report focuses on the use of climate scenario analysis to help businesses plan for, and adapt to, an
uncertain future.
A Reuters report on ‘The planet’s hidden climate change.’
This article discusses what forces must come together to marshal public and political will that is needed to
tackle climate change.
Indonesia's second-largest city has come up with a novel way to encourage its residents to recycle waste:
giving free bus rides in exchange for used plastic bottles. Under the scheme launched by Surabaya in April,
commuters can ride red city buses by dropping off plastic bottles at terminals or directly 'paying' a fare with
bottles.
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* This Stockholm Resilience project explores the financial dimensions of another tipping element in the climate
system - Indian Monsoon Stability.

Foresight
By 2038, there won’t just be one internet — there will be many, split along national lines in the midst of a tech
cold war between China and the U.S. That’s the prediction of writer and technologist An Xiao Mina. Her
prediction is that of an American internet rife with hyper-partisanship and stratified along race, gender, and
class lines, and a Chinese internet tranquil and free of abuse — because the state tightly controls speech.
Non-aligned internets, each with their own digital cultures, will emerge in Singapore, Ghana, and Brazil, as the
world’s two superpowers fight over precious undersea cabling and mineral resources with informational
warfare and remote infrastructure hacks.
The German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development wrote a discussion paper on
global trends & hypotheses re #future development cooperation in 2032. One focus is on the
interconnectedness of trends.
Value-based scenario planning: exploring multifaceted values in natural disaster planning and management.
(The authors developed value-based scenario planning as a general framework and process and applied it
to the context of bushfire management in Victoria.)
Here is a foresight paper ‘Combining scenario planning and business war-gaming to better anticipate future
competitive dynamics.’
The game sector has utterly transformed in terms of scale, production, dissemination, content, secondary
media. What can be done with these developments in terms of games that explore futures? How does it
relate to existing futures games?
Here are four scenarios for the future of Russia.
Scenario planning resources related to Enabling Long-Term Planning in the Montérégie Region of Quebec
(including some rural scenarios.)
For those of us who believe that foresight and futures are critical activities for local communities, see this
report on the “Inquiry” stage of Alternative UK’s collaborative process of citizen networks, with the
communities of South Devon and Plymouth. The Alternative UK ran a foresight 2058 What’s Possible? and How
can you imagine responding to it? exercise.
The American Alliance of Museums created four stories of potential futures to help museums come up with
creative solutions to the central challenge: how can we create a world informed and enriched by thriving
museums? How can museums thrive, in the face of diverse forces of change?


Introduction to Scenarios



Our Bright Future: Idealists and pragmatists work together to build a sustainable world



Fragmentation: Underground activists fight for equity, privacy, and economic reform
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A New Equilibrium: Making the best of a world that’s a lot like today only more so – and an
earlier version of the scenario Museum 2040,



Wild Times: In which social service nonprofits save the day

'Fit for the Future': the report from the Independent Review of the Regulation of Legal Services has now been
published (Scotland.)

Health
This article uses a strategic foresight tool, megatrends, to examine forces influencing long-term healthcare
staffing in the rural United States.
This Special Issue (open access) from BDR (Birth Defects Research) canvasses ‘The dynamic and vulnerable
teenage brain.’ It explores the impact that junk food, alcohol, and more are having on adolescents.
The Sip of Hope café in Chicago says it is the world's first mental health café.
Smaller cities, especially those that aren't very humid, tend to have higher flu epidemic intensity than larger
cities. But, large cities with focused transportation systems tend to have longer, more consistent flu seasons,
according to a new USA study.
This paper offers ‘A comparison of the crisis preparation strategies for pandemic influenza in China and the
US.’
Four patients have had a sense of vision restored after having Australia’s bionic eye surgically implanted as
part of a clinical trial in Melbourne, Victoria.

Science, technology &
This report provides a review of key trends shaping the future of scientific research that will be of use to
planners, designers and administrators involved in laboratory design projects. The findings are a synthesis of
research and trends in the field of laboratory design, informed by conversations with experts across industry
and academia.
This study shows that an individual’s perception of genetically modified organisms might impact their
judgments about whether or not nanotechnology-enabled products should be labelled in stores (i.e. a ‘spillover effect’.)
Society should be on guard for another twist: the possibility that nefarious actors could seek to attack artificial
intelligence systems by deliberately introducing bias into them, smuggled inside the data that helps those
systems learn. DARPA is trying to achieve a shift from AI that can perform basic inference to AI capable of
contextual reasoning i.e. systems that, in essence, can come to accurate conclusions in situations they’ve
never encountered.
Additive manufacturing is taking to the seas with the first 3D-printed part being cleared for installation aboard
a US Navy nuclear aircraft carrier (subject to a 12 month trial.)
Japan is poised to permit gene editing in human embryos by 2019. Gen Z will be the last 'unedited'
generation. MIT argued (2017) that ‘We’re at the Dawn of Choosing Embryos by Health, Height, and More.’
New Scientist reports a new genetic test that enables people having IVF to screen out embryos likely to have
a low IQ or high disease risk could soon become available in the US.
Here is a free e-book on CRISPR (gene-editing) technology.
Mary Catherine Bateson “The tragedy of the cybernetic revolution, which had two phases, the computer
science side and the systems theory side, has been the neglect of the systems theory side of it. We chose
marketable gadgets in preference to a deeper understanding of the world we live in.” (See article and
video)
The future of construction may be concrete that generates its own electricity.
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Resources & professional development (government related)
Here is a report on Evidence-Based Policy for the newDemocracy Foundation.
Seeds for Change (UK) published this set of facilitation tools for meetings & workshops. The methods are very
well explained and easy to use.
The International Association of Facilitators (IAF) curated a methods database that has moved into
SessionLab a cloud based workshop planning tool. There are over 600 methods in the IAF database some of
which are available to non-members. Take a look at The Art of Focused Conversation from the Institute of
Cultural Affairs. It is a facilitation framework which enables a focused conversation and a group to reach a
point of agreement.
Kopernio https://t.co/9bOVM2jr51, & Unpaywall https://t.co/eoqV2uEzJe provide access to an (un)gated
(open access) versions of journal articles A TED Video asks: Instead of research happening behind paywalls
and bureaucracy, wouldn't it be better if it was unfolding right in front of us?
An OECD report ‘A behavioural perspective on performance information use’ is open-access. It draws from
behavioural public admin scholars to offer lessons from practice – a recommended source for anyone
focusing on performance management in government. (See image – Box 4)
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